Abstract. We show that there exist domains with arbitrary small domain constant in the sense of Lehto and which are not starlike with respect to the origin.
Introduction
Let A be any simply connected domain with at least one boundary point in C. The Poinca.rö density (or hyperbolic density) of .4 is defined as rtt(z) :: lf'Q)l u, z e. A, t _ lf Q)1" where f(z) is a conformal mapping which maps A onto A : {z : lrl < t}'
Clearly it is independent of the choice of f (z). Let s(f ,,) ,: (f,)'al -+(lr,)' be the Sehwarzian deilvative of /. We shall also write ^9y(z) = S("f,2) if we do not want to emphasize z. It is well-known that S(l,r): 0 if and only if f(z) is a Möbius transformation. Let z : z(e) be a conformal mapping of a domain B --+ A. Then 
where u(z) is an automorphism of the unit disc, belongs to the same class as /.
We can thus transform 6(,4) to a coefficient problem (see also [g] i{ehari [12] , kr (k S4) (i") (Koepf [8] On the other hand we prove below the following result of negative type.
Theorem L. Given 0 < e < I sufficiently small, then there exists a domain A(e) containing the origin such that 6(,4(e)) < e and A(e) is not a starlike domain (let alone a convex domain).
Preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem L depends upon the theory of second order differential equation (4) y"+Ay-o and its linearly independent solutions. Similar to the Schwarzian derivatives we introduce the following notations and lemmas due to Bank and Laine. We set (E,c): t{(#)' -28;-(;)'} where E is a meromorphic function and c is a non-zero constant.
Lemma A (Bank and Laine [3] implies, by the classical result of Nehari [11] , that / is univalent in A.
The necessary and sufficient condition for an analytic function to be starlike (see [13] ) is that nQf ' / f) ) 0, z € A. However
Now the argument of. zftlf is ploglT -,rl which tends to -oo as z ---+ l. Therefore, there existsinfinitelymany z e a suchthat nQf'1fl < 0. This shows that / cannot be starlike and also completes the proof. o From the definition of the arc condition, a quasidisc does not allow any cusps on the boundary of /(A). Fait, Krzyz and Zygmunt [6] 
